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We reached over 8,100 new clients

- Provided more than 130 support groups across the province to family caregivers and people experiencing early symptoms of dementia
- First Link received over 1,600 referrals from healthcare professionals
  - An increase of 25% from 2012

Presented education series, workshops and events to almost 14,000 attendees in over 80 communities across B.C.

Launched a new tele-support group for family caregivers who are unable to attend a support group in person

First Link provided ongoing follow-up with 3,400 families

23,860 First Link bulletins were sent out

Clients received over 91,000 service hours, an increase of more than 15% over 2012

There were 1,202 caregiver support group meetings and 484 early stage support group meetings

Offered 27% more tele-workshops than in 2012

Offered 27% more Minds in Motion sessions than in 2012
A MESSAGE FROM THE VOLUNTEER BOARD CHAIR AND CEO

In 2013-14, the Alzheimer Society of B.C. helped thousands impacted by dementia connect with support services, education and information. The Society made its largest ever annual investment in research for a cure, but more research in B.C. is needed to make headway against the rising tide of dementia.

Today, more than 70,000 British Columbians live with Alzheimer’s disease or another form of dementia. Over 10,000 of these people are under the age of 65. The dementia crisis impacts people with the disease, families and communities across the province. But our education partnerships bring hope for better care on the dementia journey and dementia-friendly communities.

We need volunteers, donors and community partners like you to connect British Columbians with support services and education through First Link®. Thank you for your generous support. It is with great pride that we share the accomplishments of the past year in this Annual Report.

Through the generosity of our supporters and our record of fiscal responsibility, we have accumulated surpluses that we will use to drive the ambitious goals articulated in our 2014-18 strategy. This strategy focuses on three priorities: First Link® expansion, education for health care professionals and dementia-friendly communities and B.C. research.

Thank you for supporting our work to deliver Help for Today. Hope for Tomorrow...® Together, we are changing the dementia journey.
Alzheimer Resource Centres, located throughout the province, offer information, education, support groups and the opportunity to talk directly with a knowledgeable staff member or volunteer. Alzheimer Society of B.C. volunteers contributed almost 30,000 hours in 2013.

(pictured left) The North Shore & Sunshine Coast Resource Centre.

Education is offered throughout the province to caregivers, people with dementia, health care providers and others. In 2013 the Society offered 676 education presentations and events to almost 14,000 attendees in over 80 communities. Education series and workshops cover a variety of topics, including brain health, understanding dementia and future planning. Workshops are delivered in person, via video conferencing and as tele-workshops.

Participants learn so much from these workshops. As one family caregiver wrote, “I see the road ahead clearer now, and I’m not afraid to walk it.”

A partnership with WorkSafe BC resulted in 400 health care workers attending free day-long workshops in four communities in the 2013-14 fiscal year. As one attendee said, “Learning to speak with people with dementia by using simple questions and sticking to one topic at a time – this has made a world of difference.”

A full-day conference called “The ME in Dementia” was held in Terrace, Courtenay and Kamloops and open to anyone interested. Topics included brain health, understanding dementia, communication and behaviour, personal planning and research. One participant commented: “I felt like I was floundering – I feel so much more equipped now.”

Everyone should take this program (Family Caregiver Series). Why have two people trying to navigate a ship in the fog without a compass?

– Caregiver Series Participant
First Link® is an early intervention service designed to connect individuals and families affected by dementia with services and support as soon as possible after diagnosis. Formal referrals from health professionals allow for ongoing, proactive contact with individuals and families. In 2013 over 1,600 referrals were received and ongoing follow-up was done with 3,400 families. “It is great having an ongoing service for clients and families that reaches out to them.” – First Link Referring Professional

The Dementia Helpline is a province-wide support and information service for anyone with questions about any aspect of dementia. As a first point of contact or a back-up support for callers when resource centre staff are not available, the Helpline’s compassionate staff and volunteers are there.

Minds in Motion® is a fitness and social program for people experiencing early memory loss due to dementia and a family member, friend or care partner. Participants have the opportunity to stay physically active, meet others living with dementia, and access information about dementia and services. In 2013 there were 29 programs, with 470 participants attending weekly.

More than 130 Support Groups are available for family caregivers and people experiencing early symptoms of dementia. Facilitated by dedicated volunteers and staff, these groups are a safe environment where individuals can learn, laugh and help each other through mutual understanding.

Information Resources are available in a variety of formats including brochures, fact sheets and online at www.alzheimerbc.org. Two regular bulletins connect and inform caregivers (In Touch) and people with dementia (Insight). In Touch has a distribution of 4,300; Insight is distributed to 1,700 individuals.

The meetings give hope, help you carry on month to month, give positive ideas and put you in the right direction to overcome problems you may be experiencing.

– Caregiver Support Group Member
EDUCATION

Over the last year the Alzheimer Society of B.C. has partnered with WorkSafe BC on a pilot project to improve care workers’ understanding of the dementia journey and provide them with the strategies and education they need to enhance communication with people with dementia.

Ninety-eight per cent of workshop participants indicated that they “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that the workshop gave them a better understanding of dementia. As one care worker reflected in a follow-up survey, this pilot project met the strong need health care workers have for dementia information and education:

“Breakfast time is always a challenge as care staff are trying to get as many residents up as possible for breakfast as a routine, now with the new knowledge, we don’t routinely wake up residents, we would find out what would be the resident’s preference to get up early or would like to stay in bed for breakfast and get up later, it is ok for them just to come out in their house-gown for breakfast and get dressed later, after-all, it is their home.”

The Society’s education initiatives will continue through a recently announced partnership with SafeCare BC, a newly created not-for-profit association which has been mandated to ensure injury free, safe working conditions for long term care workers in B.C. (previously WorkSafe BC’s responsibility). The new initiative will result in nearly 500 care workers receiving education over the next year.

Through the Society’s partnership with WorkSafe BC education was provided to almost 400 care workers in 2013-14.
The Alzheimer Society of B.C. is making a difference by supporting a Canadian research program and encouraging partnerships with other funders. – Cheryl Wellington

Alzheimer’s is such a terrible disease, and to eliminate it would be a wonderful thing. That’s why I direct my donations to research. – Ralph Keller, Legacy Donor

The Alzheimer Society of B.C. is making a difference by supporting a Canadian research program and encouraging partnerships with other funders. – Cheryl Wellington

If you would like more information about making a gift or leaving a legacy, please contact us at 1-800-667-3742 or go to www.alzheimerbc.org.
Maria Howard, CEO of the Alzheimer Society of B.C. and Jim Mann, a person with dementia, advocate and Board Member for the Alzheimer Society of B.C. and Canada accept the proclamation from Mayor Gregor Robertson of the City of Vancouver. Photo credit: Wendy Stewart, Director, Legislative Operations, City of Vancouver.

Dementia matters to all of us; this is why the Alzheimer Society of B.C. partners with the general public, local municipalities and decision makers to create communities that are more dementia friendly across the province.

This year the City of Vancouver paved the way for other communities by working with the Alzheimer Society of B.C. to proclaim January 2014 Alzheimer Awareness Month.

Monique Blanchet, 17 year old caregiver, speaks with Maria Howard, CEO, Alzheimer Society of B.C.

In February of this year the Alzheimer Society of B.C. co-hosted a luncheon at the B.C. legislature where Society representatives, volunteers and board members came together with MLAs to speak about dementia, an issue which goes beyond political affiliation.

Seventeen-year old Monique Blanchet shared her family’s experience with dementia. Monique’s mother Linda was diagnosed with early onset Alzheimer’s disease in 2013, at age 56. Monique spoke to raise awareness of Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias and to make change. Contact the Alzheimer Society of B.C. for more information about what you can do to make your community a Dementia Friendly Community.
Barry Ritter, recipient of the Mike Crowe Award of Hope for 2013-14, makes an impact. He and his wife, Myrna Shefrin, have given presentations as part of the Alzheimer Society of B.C. advocacy campaign and have inspired those around them to give generously to support people who live with dementia. A dynamic, articulate and insightful participant in the Shaping the Journey: living with dementia™ program in Vancouver, Barry now volunteers as a facilitator. Barry is a role model to many, demonstrating his commitment to staying healthy by walking everywhere, working out four times a week, eating well, and having an active social life with family and friends.
On Sunday January 26, 2014, people in 23 communities across the province supported the Investors Group Walk for Memories. Thanks to supporters like you, the Walk raised more than $600,000 to help support families who are impacted by Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias, and to support research into finding the causes and a cure for the disease. In 2015, the Walk will take place in 24 locations across B.C., including inaugural Walks in Burnaby and the North Shore.

With support from the Alzheimer Society of B.C. Provincial Office, the Investors Group Walk for Memories were planned by volunteer walk chairs and committees. The event depends on the commitment and enthusiasm of volunteers. Many of these volunteers form long-lasting relationships with the Alzheimer Society of B.C. and come back year after year to make the Walk a success.

Another key to Walk success is the support provided by provincial title sponsor: Investors Group. Daniel Dallaire, Kamloops Regional Director with Investors Group says, “In the past Alzheimer’s was a quiet disease that people didn’t talk about. This Walk has created an opportunity to talk about it.”

Dallaire believes that continuing to honour an individual or family each year is instrumental to the Walk’s continued growth as these families often return to support the new honoree. He also says it’s an event his children love to be part of and believes “it’s a great opportunity to talk to friends, colleagues and make new friends all while raising money for a great cause.”

The Society thanks Investors Group for helping us raise awareness about how dementia impacts communities and what can be done to help.
Ralph Keller, 87, met his future wife Gloria in Victoria, “We spotted each other, struck up a conversation, and from there on it got wonderful.” The two were married for 30 years.

“I recognized her loss of memory for a number of years before she was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease,” says Ralph. They were referred to the Alzheimer Society of B.C.’s Penticton Resource Centre and received the guidance they needed.

When Gloria moved to a residential home, Ralph visited her seven days a week for six years, from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. “There was never any question of looking after her. I know if I had been in her place, she would have looked after me. I miss her very much. I would have been happy to look after her forever.”

“Alzheimer’s is such a terrible disease,” says Ralph, “and to eliminate it would be a wonderful thing. Young people need to realize it's not just an old person’s disease. We need to get down to the facts of what is causing it.”

After making a gift to the Society, Ralph became a monthly donor and has remembered the Society in his will.

From the moment I saw you… I wanted to meet you. From the moment I met you… I wanted to know you. From the moment I knew you… I was in love with you. From the moment I loved you… I wanted to share my life with you. And from that moment to this moment… and for all the moments to come… I will love you with all my heart.

– Gloria in a card to Ralph, which he still carries in his wallet.

The Alzheimer Society of B.C. helps people every day. You’re very lost when you’re in this situation and the Society eases the situation for you. They did for me. And that’s why I’m happy to give.

– Ralph Keller

If you would like more information about making a gift or leaving a legacy, please contact us at 1-800-667-3742 or go to www.alzheimerbc.org.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS

The Alzheimer Society of B.C. gratefully acknowledges the thousands of contributors who have supported our activities. Your support helps people in B.C. who are affected by Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias and makes an important difference to their quality of life. It also helps us fund research into the causes and cures.

The following list is in recognition of gifts of $1,000 or more received between April 1, 2013 and March 31, 2014...

INDIVIDUALS

OUR VISIONARIES
$20,000 AND UP

In memory of Katherine & Cornelius Funk
Bob and Sue Hastings
Mary Hole
The Townsend Family

OUR CHAMPIONS
$10,000 TO $19,999

Our Champions

OUR LEADERS
$5,000 TO $9,999

Anonymous (1)
Gregory Aasen & Margaret MacLaren
Sharon Arthur
Sharon Craver
Nurjehan Devji
Sheila M. Fitzpatrick
Sidney and Dora Golden
Donald I. Griffiths
Doug Knight
Anna Krause
Thomas Ligocki
John McCall MacBain
Gundy McLeod
Douglas Milner
Helmut Patrick
Herb C. Pinder
Alan G. Thompson
Barbara Vengshoel

OUR FRIENDS
$1,000 TO $4,999

Anonymous (9)
Judith Arthur
Carlos Arthur
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CORPORATE AND COMMUNITY PARTNERS

OUR VISIONARIES
$20,000 AND UP
Alair Homes
Alzheimer Research Foundation of B.C.
Alzheimer Society of Canada
BC Gaming Commission
Canaccord Genuity Corp.
CTV
Cedar Springs Foundation
Deloitte & Touche Foundation Canada
Global BC
FirstEnergy Capital Corporation
Green Shield Canada Foundation
HockeyNow
Investors Group Financial Services Incorporated
JoyTV
Macquarie Capital Markets Canada
Margaret Rothweiler Charitable Foundation
Michael and Nancy Czorny Charitable Trust
NL Broadcasting Limited
Pfizer Canada Incorporated
Province of B.C.
Provincial Employees Community Services Fund
Raymond James Limited
RBC Foundation
S & R Sawmills Limited
Scotiabank
Seaciff Foundation
The Notary Foundation of B.C.
The Victoria Foundation
United Way of the Lower Mainland
Vancouver Community Health Services
Vancouver Foundation
Vancouver Island Health Authority
The Vancouver Sun and Province
Y.P. Heung Foundation

OUR LEADERS
$5,000 TO $9,999
Anonymous (1)
103.1 JACK FM Victoria
98.5 Ocean FM
AGF Management Limited
Al Roadburg Foundation
Altacorp Capital Inc.
Aragon Development Corp.
Aspen Property Management Ltd.
Bloomberg Canada LLC
Caisley Developments Ltd.
Canadian Western Bank
Chetwynd Women's Resource Society
Coquitlam Foundation
Cowell Auto Group
Credit Suisse Securities (Canada) Incorporated
Cressey Development Corporation
Djavad Mowafaghian Foundation
DP World Vancouver
Frank and Yvonne McCracken Foundation
Fraternal Order of Eagles - Sisters of the Province of B.C.
Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP
Hotel 540 Kamloops
Investors Group - BC Interior (Kamloops, Barriere)
JTI MacDonald
Kaatta Foundation
Lohn Foundation
Merrill Lynch Canada Incorporated
Murrick Insurance Services Limited
North Shore Credit Union
Nu-Gro Ltd.
NWM Private Giving Foundation
Peters & Co. Ltd.
Roynat Lease Finance
Scotia Dealers Advantage
Shato Holdings Limited
Strategic Charitable Giving Foundation
Suncor Energy Incorporated
The Collin & Lois Pritchard Foundation
The Highbury Foundation
Thorsteinssons LLP Tax Lawyers
United Way of Greater Toronto
Vancouver Canadians Professional Baseball Club
West Coast Classic Golf Tournament

OUR FRIENDS
$1,000 TO $4,999
Anonymous (1)
4th Utility Inc.
99 Truck Parts and Industrial Equipment Ltd
Alexander Holburn Beaudin & Lang LLP
Andrew Mahon Foundation
Aquiform Distributors Limited
Aquilini Investment Group LP
ArjoHuntleigh Canada Inc
Arlin Foundation
Aspreva International Limited
Barclay & Associates Interior Design
Benefaction Foundation
Bosa Construction Inc.
Bosa Properties Incorporated
Burnaby Lougheed Lions Club
CAI Capital Management Company
Carmax Enterprises
CAVUNP, Prince George & Northern BC Chapter
Chevron Canada
Chimp Foundation
CIBC World Markets Incorporated
CIBC-EK Properties Ltd.
Citigroup Global market
City of Richmond
City of White Rock
Coast Capital Savings Credit Union
Colvin Valley Electrical Group
Construction and Specialized Workers' Union
Local No 1611
Control Solutions Ltd.
Coopers Foods
Crowe MacKay LLP
Cushman & Wakefield Ltd.
Cypress Capital Management Limited
Daniel D. Nugent Law Corp
Davidson & Company LLP, Chartered Accountants
Dundee Securities Corporation
Eire Pacific Dance Society
Eli Lilly Canada Inc.
Elite Body Shop
Elks Lodge #122
Encana Corporation
Fasken Martineau DuMoulin, LLP
Fedwich & Wit, Notaries Public
Flatiron-Dragados, A Joint Venture
Fleetwood Villa
Flora Aasen Memorial Pro Am
Fraternal Order of Eagles - Vernon Ladies
Auxiliary 3557
Fraternal Order of Eagles 4353 Kamloops Ladies
Auxiliary
Fraternal Order of Eagles 4281 Penticton
Fraternal Order of Eagles Ladies Aux. 4400
Chemainus/Crofton
Fulcrum Asset Management
Gerald Rusky Personal Law Corporation
Gift Funds Canada Foundation
Goldman Sachs Canada
Grossman & Stanley Business Lawyers
Harken Towing Company Limited
Helping Hands of WorkSafeBC
HollisWealth
Hopewell Secord LP
Houle Games & Entertainment Ltd.
ICBC - Corporate Disbursements
iCompass Technologies Inc.
Immediate Images
Investors Group - Greater Vancouver South
(Surrey, Langley, White Rock)
Investors Group - Greater Vancouver West
(Downtown and Kerrisdale)
Investors Group - Okanagan (Kelowna, Penticton)
Investors Group - Vancouver Island North
(Campbell River, Courtenay)
Italian Boys Club
J.W. McConnell Family Foundation
Jane Lake Holdings Ltd.
Kamloops Brock Central Lions Club
Kimbo Design Inc.
Knights of Columbus
Knights of Columbus (BC) Charity Foundation
Kronier & Sparrow Ltd.
Lark Projects Ltd.
Laughing Stock Vineyards
Leavitt Machinery General Partnership
Loridco Auto Parts
Lynn Valley Lions Club - District 19-A2
Macro Industries
Mainland Sand & Gravel Ltd.
Marant Media
Marilyn Neaves Charitable Foundation
Metro-Can Construction Ltd.
Morgan Stanley Canada Limited
Nelson Brewing Company Ltd.
North Vancouver Host Lions Club
Nurmar Holdings Ltd

OUR CHAMPIONS
$10,000 TO $19,999
Amacon Development Corporation
Black Press Community News Media
Canadian Direct Insurance Agency Incorporated
Connor, Clark & Lunn Foundation
Cormark Securities
CTV Vancouver Island
Deans Knight Capital Management
Foxridge Homes
GMP Securities
Goldcorp Inc.
Interior Health Authority
Intracorp Foster Avenue Ltd. Partnership
Investors Group Matching Gift Program
ITG Canada Corporation
Manulife Financial
Merck Canada Inc.
Mott Electric GP
National Bank of Canada
Odlum Brown Limited
Onni Property Management Services Ltd.
Polygon Homes Limited
Private Giving Foundation
RBC Financial Group
RBC Royal Bank
Scotia Capital Incorporated
Scotiabank Global Equity
Summerland Health Care Auxiliary
TD Securities
Team 1040
Team TELUS Cares
The 1988 Foundation
The R. K. Grant Family Foundation
UBS Securities Canada Incorporated

Alzheimer Society of B.C.
Estate of Helen Philpott
Estate of Barbara Nightingale
Estate of David Edward Mower
Estate of Dorothy Evangeline Mower
Estate of Joan Moira McDonald
Estate of Margaret Kennedy MacDonald
Estate of Glenn G. Lawrence
Estate of James Young Johnstone
Estate of E.S Haynes
Estate of Pauline J. Hargraves
Estate of Bernard R. Evans
Estate of Dorothy Hope Cummings
Estate of Alice Patricia Cashmore
Estate of Dorothy Evangeline Mower
Estate of David Edward Mower
Estate of Barbara Nightingale
Estate of Helen Philpott

CIRCLE OF HOPE
We thank and honour those individuals who have made a provision for a future gift through a bequest, life insurance policy, annuity or trust arrangement.
Anonymous (27)
David and Joanna Aune
Gloria Back
Katherine Bier
J.D. Caughlin
M.J. Charpentier
Annica deTrey
Earl DesLaurier
S.M. Devine
Toby Fouks
Bob and Dana Golden
Bob and Sue Hastings
Paula Jakeman
Jack and Nancy Jefferson
Thomas B. Knox
Carl Krause
Rosemary Lear
Florence Lee
Gary Lyseng
Phyllis Marchment
Elizabeth J. McGowan
Patricia Mitchell
Jean Moore
Sakie Nariiwa
E. Paget
Rose Pascal
Robert Rankin
Sandy Riley
Philip Seth
Gail Steiger
Walter S. Stewart
David Street
Andy and Cheryl Szocs
John J. Tam
Laurie Tetarenko
Mrs. N. Elizabeth Trehewey
Mark Zubersbuhler

ENDOWMENT FUNDS
We acknowledge the ongoing contributions from the following funds in perpetuity:
Anonymous (2)
Alzheimer Society of B.C. Capital Region Fund
Alzheimer Society of B.C. Endowment Fund
Anne Henderson through the Victoria Foundation
Barry Brookes Fund
Charles W. Brazier Fund held at Vancouver Foundation
Edna Leckie Fraser Memorial Fund
Ellinor Richards & Hazel Richards Loane Fund
George P. Kelly Memorial Fund held at Vancouver Foundation
Henry & Marian Thiel Family Trust
Hibler/Lamoureux Fund held at Vancouver Foundation
Robert Kenny Fund
Rudi & Sylvia Hoenson Foundation Fund through the Victoria Foundation

THANKS TO ALL OUR CONTRIBUTORS
The Alzheimer Society of B.C would like to acknowledge the approximately 2,962 donations that were made in memory or in honour of someone special as an expression of friendship, love or sympathy. Thank you for thinking of others now living with Alzheimer's disease and other dementias and extending your hand to them.

The Alzheimer Society of B.C would like to thank the thousands of donors who have supported our activities with gifts totaling less than $1,000. We want you to know that your support is truly appreciated.

Every effort has been made to ensure that this list is accurate. Please accept our sincere apology if your name has been missed, or a mistake has been made. We ask you to call us at: 604-742-4922.

GIVING OPPORTUNITIES
Lauren Weisler
Development Officer
Phone: 604-742-4932
Toll-free: 1-800-667-3742
Fax: 604-669-6907
E-mail: lweisler@alzheimerbc.org

EVENTS & CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP
Angie Kok
Provincial Coordinator, Community Events
Phone: 604-742-4908
Toll-free: 1-800-667-3742
Fax: 604-669-6907
E-mail: akok@alzheimerbc.org

WE ARE DEEPLY HONOURED TO RECOGNIZE THE FOLLOWING ESTATE GIFTS:
Anonymous (1)
Estate of Peter John Curtis Beck
Estate of Betty P. Bonnington
Estate of John James Boyce
Estate of Marjorie Bridge
Estate of Alice Patricia Cashmore
Estate of Dorothy Evangeline Cowan
Estate of Paul Barry Crawford
Estate of Dorothy Hope Cummings
Estate of Bernard R. Evans
Estate of Pauline J. Hargraves
Estate of E.S. Haynes
Estate of Glenn G. Lawrence
Estate of Margaret Kennedy MacDonald
Estate of Joan Moira McDonald
Estate of Dorothy Evangeline Mower
Estate of David Edward Mower
Estate of Barbara Nightingale
Estate of Helen Philpott

Oceanfood Sales Limited
Pacific Coast Accommodations
Partition Systems Ltd.
Pavilion Global Markets Ltd.
Penticton & Friends Celebrity Golf Classic
Plum Financial Corporation
Pineland Peat Farms
Pinnacle International Realty Group II Inc.
Porter Engineering Ltd.
PriceWaterhouseCoopers
Prince George Elks Lodge #122
Professional Employees Association
Raymond James Canada Foundation
RBC - BC Business Performance
Richmond Golf & Country Club
Richmond Sunrise Rotary Club
Roy's Copier Service Ltd.
Scotia Private Client Group
ScotiaBank, Corporate Banking
ScotiaTrust
Seymour Investment Management
Spectra Energy Transmission
Starbucks Canada Charitable Fund
State Street Global Markets Canada Inc.
Surrey Fire Fighters Charitable Society
The Bank of Nova Scotia, Donations and Sponsorships
The Ben and Esther Dayson Charitable Sponsorships
The Butchart Gardens Ltd.
The Calgary Foundation
The Hydrecs Fund
The Sassy Lion
The Stevens Company Limited
The Strongman Group
Thomas O’Neill & Associates Inc.
Timmins Gold Corp.
TMX Group
Trillium Care Communities
United Carpet Golf Tournament
United Way of the Central & South Okanagan/Similkameen
Vancouver Pacific Lions Club
Vancouver Shaughnessy Lions Club
Vancouver South Lions Club
Weinstein Gallery Inc.
Werner & Helga Hoing Foundation
WesGroup Income Properties LP Estates

THE ALZHEIMER SOCIETY OF B.C. WOULD LIKE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE FOLLOWING ENDOWMENT FUNDS:
910170
The Butchart Gardens Ltd. Foundation
Yvonne McGrane-Pearon Fund
Rudi & Sylvia Hoenson Foundation Fund through the Victoria Foundation
Henry & Marian Thiel Family Trust
Vancouver Foundation
George P. Kelly Memorial Fund held at Vancouver Foundation
Ellinor Richards & Hazel Richards Loane Fund
Edna Leckie Fraser Memorial Fund
Charles W. Brazier Fund held at Vancouver Foundation
Anne Henderson through the Victoria Foundation
Anonymous (2)
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OUR VISION
Our ultimate vision is to create a world without Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias.

MISSION STATEMENT
The Alzheimer Society of B.C. exists to alleviate the personal and social consequences of Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias, to promote public awareness and to search for the causes and the cures.

THANK YOU
The Alzheimer Society of B.C. wishes to thank Nancy Hable for her long service. Nancy was the first employee of the Society, starting in 1984, and she retired from her position as Executive Assistant in June, 2014. Nancy has made a significant difference in the lives of people affected by Alzheimer’s disease and dementia.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Harry Diemer (Volunteer Chair), Principal, Harry Diemer & Associates
Sharon Craver (Past Chair), Director, Insurance & Driver Licensing Customer Services, ICBC
Michele Buchignani (1st Vice Chair), Consultant, Private Equity, McLean Drive Partners
Andy Shaw (Treasurer), CA, CBV (Treasurer), Adviser, Blair Mackay Mynett Valuations Inc.
Dan Levitt (2nd Vice Chair/Secretary), Executive Director, Tabor Home Society, Adjunct Professor, Gerontology Department, Simon Fraser University
Ros Guggi, Former Deputy Editor, The Province, and award-winning journalist
Andrew MacKay, Partner, Alexander Holburn Beaudin & Lang
Jim Mann, Management Consultant (retired), living with Alzheimer’s disease
Dr. Harry Miller, Clinical Psychologist, Interior Health
Dr. Christine Penney, Deputy Registrar/Director Policy, Practice & QA
Kathy Scalzo, Organizational Development Consultant, K. Scalzo & Associates
Tony Yue, PhD, University of British Columbia, retired Investment Analyst
Mark Zuberbuhler, Principal Consultant, Zuber Solutions

COVER PHOTO
Participants at the 2014 Vancouver Investors Group Walk for Memories along the seawall in Stanley Park.
**Alzheimer Society of British Columbia**

**SPECIAL EVENTS**

Volunteers make significant contributions to their communities and to the work of the Alzheimer Society of B.C.

---

**Anything for Alzheimer’s**

Anything for Alzheimer’s allows you to plan your own event or fundraising initiative and make a difference in your community by doing your thing. We make it easy to fundraise. [www.anythingforalzheimers.ca](http://www.anythingforalzheimers.ca)

---

**Scotiabank Hockey for Alzheimer’s**

This unique three-day co-ed tournament gives players an exhilarating opportunity to play with and against NHL Alumni and enjoy all the camaraderie and excitement of a pro-am tournament, while raising funds that provide critical support to the Alzheimer Society of B.C. [www.hockeyforalzheimers.ca](http://www.hockeyforalzheimers.ca)

---

**Scotiabank Vancouver Half-Marathon & 5K**

Participating in the 5K or Half-Marathon for the Scotiabank Charity Challenge is a fun and easy way to get involved and make a difference. Walk, run, or roll and fundraise. [www.alzheimerhalf.ca](http://www.alzheimerhalf.ca)

---

**Coffee Break®**

Get together with friends and make your coffee count each fall by joining the annual nationwide Alzheimer Society Coffee Break®. [www.coffe突破bc.ca](http://www.coffe突破bc.ca)

---

**A Breakfast to Remember**

A Breakfast to Remember in Vancouver and Victoria is a gathering of corporate and community leaders who come together to lead a movement intended to confront the dementia crisis. [www.breakfasttoremember.ca](http://www.breakfasttoremember.ca)
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**Forget Me Not Golf Tournament**

The Forget Me Not Golf Tournament is the Alzheimer Society of B.C.’s largest annual research fundraiser. To date, this signature event has raised over $7.8 million and over 90 per cent of the funds raised go directly to the Society. [www.fmngolf.com](http://www.fmngolf.com)

---

**Ascent for Alzheimer’s**

Ascent for Alzheimer’s is a 19,340 foot trek over one week to the summit of Mt. Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, Africa. Embark on this journey to honour a family member or friend, or for a life changing adventure. [www.ascentbc.ca](http://www.ascentbc.ca)

---

**Mt. Kilimanjaro Grouse Grind for Alzheimer’s (MKGG)**

MKGG is a team-based event on Grouse Mountain that mirrors the challenge our Ascent for Alzheimer’s team undertakes on Mt. Kilimanjaro. [www.hikemkgg.com](http://www.hikemkgg.com)
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**Investors Group Walk for Memories**

The Investors Group Walk for Memories is a great way to raise funds for the Alzheimer Society of B.C. Your support allows us to offer help to the over 70,000 families impacted by dementia in B.C. and research for a cure. [www.walkformemories.com](http://www.walkformemories.com)
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